Horizontal hair
By Ketzia (Adventure Club)
My brain was spinning and
so was my head. It was so
dizzy and windy my hair
was in my face but it
was so fun!

You don’t have to be an alien to enjoy a flying saucer
By Arabella (Adventure Club)
It was fun riding on the swing with my friend. It was fast and high. I like it
because some people can stand up and some can sit down.
By Jode (Adventure Club)
It took a lot of energy to push the saucer. I love to push rather than being the
one to be pushed on the saucer.
By Kaija (Adventure Club)
It was fun being up in the air. It felt like I was in the sky. I liked it when Arabella
made fun jokes that made me laugh. It was fun when I stood because I went
side-to-side and felt more wind.

Moving ‘donut’ challenges gymnastic balance move
By Sophia G (Adventure Club)
Is this a hard move? Yes and no. Yes, while I was balancing, the “donut” was
moving. No, because I have done gymnastics for five years. This gymnastic
balance move is done on floor exercises and on beams. I even saw circus
performers in Russia do this move while on a running horse.

Exciting energy

F

By Oliver (Discovery Club)
I had Speed 5 to run
away from the
Wither Storm when
we were playing
Minecraft. My new
sneakers are
the fastest shoes
in my house. When
I run fast I get
excited.

In step with DLG
.

By Duncan (Discovery Club)
We did “100” challenges to
celebrate DLG’s 100th birthday.
We did 100 steps up to the front
door of the
school. It took 5 trips. My favorite 100 challenge was
the 100 metre sprint around the playground. Photo:
Duncan, Karma celebrate the final few steps.

Doria
(Preschool)
swings
with
her
best
foot
forward.

Walking the dog
A stroll at 8370 Cartier Street in October 2021 revealed:
Our birthday timeline posted to celebrate David Lloyd George School from
1921 to 2021 stretched from band aids (1920) to Star Wars last movie (2019) with
many historical highlights in-between. DLG from “owie-wear” to “Obi-Wan”.
Our posted “100 comments for birthday 100” included practical present ideas
from children like “paper…pencils…extra bricks” and a “hug machine”. Will
one be invented by the time the “social distance” two metre rule ends?
Our “100” fitness challenges included 100 feet of spider web. This meant
climbing up and down three times. DLG all the way, as in, Don’t Lose Grip.
Our paper stars, with printed wishes, hanging from the lunchroom ceiling were
replaced with paper candles with “100” art and birthday wishes. Paper mache
planets, a moon and a sun once hung with the stars. There never was a huge
cake to go with all the candles. That was too much to wish for.
Photo: Fire drill: check. Earthquake drill: check. Wind drill: check, thanks to
David (Discovery Club) who shows how to avoid being blown off a swing.

